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Roxadustat is the first oral drug in the class of new erythropoiesis drugs and a potent HIF-PHD inhibitor, exerted to treat

anemia in patients with CKD. In phase 1, 2 and 3 studies with CKD-affected patients, roxadustat was more effective to

stimulate erythropoiesis for anemia correction than previously used drugs. Roxadustat can be orally given, unlike other

erythropoiesis drugs with parenteral administration only, which grants roxadustat a considerable advantage.
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1. Introduction

Anemia is a disorder in which hemoglobin, hematocrit (Ht) and erythrocyte levels in the blood are reduced by >2 standard

deviations vs. their normal values. Smaller erythrocyte numbers and reduced hemoglobin concentrations lead to

decreased amounts of oxygen, transported to tissues and organs throughout the body, which translates directly into their

compromised functioning .

The link between uremia and anemia was first described by Richard Bright almost 200 years ago . Anemia is common in

patients with chronic kidney disease (CKD). The incidence of anemia increases as the disease progresses. In patients

with chronic kidney disease (CKD), anemia develops gradually, primarily due to inadequate renal synthesis of

erythropoietin, disturbances in iron balance in the body (which may be in part due to increased hepcidin levels), blood

loss, decreased red blood cell survival and inflammation .

It is thus obvious that the treatment of CKD-induced anemia is a clinically significant issue. The current treatment

protocols use iron, vitamin B12, folic acid supplementation and only parenterally administered erythropoiesis stimulants.

Research is currently underway on new erythropoiesis drugs that could be orally given. When oxygen deficiency occurs,

the oxygen homeostasis-regulating factors are activated in the cells. The main factors, responsible for the cellular

responses to changes in oxygen deficiency, include hypoxia-inducible factors (HIFs), with two isoforms, HIF1α and HIF2α,

prolyl hydroxylase (PHD) with three isoforms: PHD1, PHD2 and PHD3, aspartic hydroxylase (asparaginyl hydroxylase)

and the factor inhibiting hypoxia-inducible factor 1α (HF) .

Hypoxia-induced factor (HIF) is a heterodimeric transcription factor responsible for stimulating the secretion of

erythropoietin [EPO] and other oxygen-deficient genes. HIF prolyl hydroxylase (HIF-PHD) enzymes significantly affect the

stability of the HIF-α subunit of the HIF transcription factor by promoting post-translational hydroxylation of HIF in an

oxygen-dependent manner. This contributes to the balance between oxygen availability and HIF activity.

Hypoxia-inducible factor-propyl hydroxylase inhibitor (HIF-PHI)temporarily inhibits PHD catalysis and contributes to a

transient increase in HIF expression, and effects the function of many genes, including kidney and liver EPO (or

EPO/EPO receptor, proteins promoting iron absorption, iron transport and heme synthesis) . However, the increase in

plasma EPO concentration in patients with end-stage renal disease treated with the full therapeutic success of HIF-PHI is

significantly lower than in patients treated with recombinant human erythropoietin [rhEPO] injections . HIF-PHI has a

beneficial effect on iron homeostasis as it reduces the level of hepcidins and ferritin and increases the total iron binding

capacity (TIBC) in patients with end-stage renal disease . HIF-PHI inhibitors are drugs that can become an alternative

therapy to conventional erythropoiesis stimulating agents [ESA]. It has been shown that, in addition to stimulating

erythropoiesis, HIF-PHI inhibitors have pleiotropic effects that affect cholesterol levels and blood pressure . The

mechanism of action of this medicine is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. The mechanism of action of the HIF-PHD inhibitor. DCYTB—duodenal cytochrome b reductase 1, DMT1—

divalent metal transporter-1, EPO—erythropoietin, EPOR—erythropoietin receptor, HIF—hypoxia-inducible factor, HRE—

hypoxia response element, PHD—propyl-4-hydroxylase domain protein.

 

Roxadustat (Ai RuiZhuo  in China) is the first oral drug in its class and a potent HIF-PHD inhibitor used to treat anemia in

CKD patients not on dialysis and on dialysis, as well as in myelodysplastic syndromes.

Roxadustat has received approval in China to improve the severity of anemia in patients with CKD.

The FibroGen Company has submitted an application to the Food and Drug Administration [FDA] for permission to use

roxadustat in patients with chronic renal failure accompanied by anemia . The application is under consideration.

1.1. A Little Information about Roxadustat

Roxadustat was developed almost a decade ago . Roxadustat (FG-4592) is a new oral drug that stimulates the

synthesis of endogenous erythropoietin and also affects and regulates the body’s iron metabolism . Roxadustat

temporarily binds and significantly reduces the activity of HIF-PHD enzymes. This leads to a decrease in the degradation

of HIF-α and to an increase in the transcriptional activity of HIF . Increased HIF activity stimulates other genes that take

an active part in erythropoiesis, such as the EPO gene, the EPO receptor gene, protein genes promoting iron absorption,

iron transport and heme synthesis . Roxadustat increases the level of hemoglobin in a dose-dependent manner and

significantly reduces hepcidin levels . Roxadustat significantly affects iron metabolism in patients with CKD, increasing

serum transferrin levels and improving the intestinal absorption of iron in patients with CKD and anemia .

1.2. Pharmacokinetics of Roxadustat

Roxadustat clinical trials started in November 2005 . The pharmacokinetics of roxadustat were studied in healthy

Caucasian and non-Caucasian subjects. Those studies showed that, after the administration of roxadustat, the mean

blood hemoglobin concentration was similar in Caucasians and other races. There was no accumulation of the drug after

its repeated, three-times-a-week administration . Neither food intake  nor moderate hepatic impairment affected the

pharmacokinetics of the drug (NCT02805374) . In another study (NCT 02252731), roxadustat had no significant effect

on warfarin pharmacokinetics when both Lin et al.  drugs were simultaneously given.

2. Adverse Events and Potential Benefits of Roxadustat

The presented studies show that roxadustat, when administered in patients with terminal renal failure, significantly

increases the level of hemoglobin, affects iron metabolism, increases iron absorption from the gastrointestinal tract and

reduces the level of cholesterol, while not increasing blood pressure.

Phase III studies of roxadustat treatment were conducted in patients with CKD not treated or treated with renal

replacement therapy (hemodialysis, peritoneal dialysis).
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The studies, which compared the effects of roxadustat to those of placebo  demonstrated a significant

increase in hemoglobin concentrations after roxadustat, both in conservatively treated and dialyzed patients.

The studies which juxtaposed the effects of roxadustat with those of erythropoietin  or darbapoietin ,

showed that, regarding changes in hemoglobin levels, the effects of roxadustat were not worse, while being usually better

than the effects of erythropoietin

2.1. Adverse Events after Roxadustat

It has been shown that in Phase 2 trials involving CKD patients treated with dialysis who were treated with roxadustat

(administered three times a week), the tolerance profile was similar to that of patients with CKD receiving dialysis and

erythropoietin alfa . Treatment-related serious adverse events (SAEs) were reported in 24% of patients treated with

roxadustat and 17% of patients in the placebo group. The authors also analyzed the risk of a composite cardiovascular

safety point (including death, myocardial infarction, stroke, hospitalization, heart failure, unstable angina requiring

hospitalization, or thromboembolism) in patients after 19 weeks of treatment. The events described above occurred in

12% of patients treated with roxadustat compared with 17% of patients treated with erythropoietin alfa. There were three

deaths in the group treated with roxadustat, none of which were related to the treatment .

Another phase 2 study (NCT01596855) , in which patients with CKD were studied, showed similar results. Treatment-

related adverse events were reported in 43% (32/74) of roxadustatat-treated patients and 18% (4/22) of erythropoietin

alfa-treated patients. The most common side effects (occurring in >5% of the subjects) were decreased appetite and

muscle cramps (7% vs. 5% and 5% vs. 14% respectively, after treatment with roxadustat and erythropoietin alfa). In the

Phase 2b trial in patients undergoing dialysis treatment (NCT01414075), roxadustat was a well-tolerated drug (24): back

pain (5% vs. 4%), fatigue (5% vs. 0%) and hyperkalemia (5% vs. 0%).

In phase III trials, roxadustat was a well-tolerated drug in both dialyzed  and non-dialyzed  patients with CKD.

In these studies, the most common treatment-related adverse events (AEs) after roxadustat were nasopharyngitis, back

pain, diarrhea and vomiting . We would like to emphasize here that hyperkalemia and infections of the upper

respiratory tract occurred more often in the group of patients treated with roxadustat, and hypertension was more common

in the group of patients treated with epoetin alfa .

In patients with CKD, the tolerance profile of roxadustat was similar to that of darberythropoietin . Overall, the summary

information on the safety of the treatment used, be it roxadustat or erythropoietin alfa, to the information on serious

cardiovascular (CV) adverse events was similar. In patients treated with roxadustat, the most common adverse events

were diarrhea, hypertension, pneumonia, headache and arteriovenous fistula thrombosis. Additional serious adverse

events include sepsis and acute myocardial infarction.

Among the SAEs that occurred, in four patients treated with roxadustat, there were disturbances in vascular access to

dialysis, hip fractures, non-cardiac pain in the chest and dyspnoea, and in one patient in the placebo group. Overall,

treatment-related SAEs occurred in 13% (8/61) of roxadustat-treated patients and in 13% (4/30) of 471 placebo-treated

subjects. We would like to emphasize that neither of them was found to be related to treatment . A study of patients

with CKD (NCT01244763) confirmed a good tolerance profile of roxadustat, and no treatment-related SAEs were reported

.

 

2.2. Potential Benefits of Roxadustat, Assumed after Clinical Trials with CKD Patients, Both Non-
Dialyzed and Dialyzed

The advantages of roxadustat include: (1) the increase of hemoglobin levels, (2)the maintenance of elevated Hb levels,

(3) increased endogenous EPO expression within the physiological range, (4) positive effects on iron metabolism, e.g., by

reducing the blood levels of hepcidin, (5) increased iron absorption in the gastrointestinal tract, (6) no inflammation-

inducing effects in the body, (7) easy oral administration,(8) reversible and transient inhibition of HIF-PHD, (9) not

increased blood pressure, (10) lowered cholesterol and(11) neither high levels of EPO nor side effects of iron

supplementation.
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2.3. Roxadustat Effects in Patients with Diabetes and Obesity

Following a thorough review of the results provided by the previously presented randomized trials in phase 2 and 3 

, a question arises whether the effect of roxadustat (hemoglobin level and the number of red blood cells) is the

same in patients with or without diabetes and with or without obesity. The authors of the above-mentioned studies did not

take into account the separate effects of roxadustat on the level of hemoglobin and the number of erythrocytes in patients

with or without diabetes and with or without obesity. After carefully reading the descriptions of particular study groups, it

appears that the average study group may have included approximately 24–42% of patients suffering from diabetes.

Many of the examined patients also suffered from obesity.

Analyzing the most recent data, it appears that roxadustat may have a beneficial pleiotropic effect, regardless of its

primary effects, in patients with diabetes and obesity.

In obese people, blood flow through the organs is reduced and oxygen consumption is increased. These phenomena lead

to insufficient tissue oxygenation. Insufficient tissue oxygenation leads to secretion of HIFs. Increased secretion of HIF-1α

leads to the development of insulin resistance and other metabolic disorders. Increased concentration of HIF-1α is

accompanied by intensification of inflammatory processes and fibrosis in obese subjects. Contrary to what we wrote, HIF-

2α plays a protective role against the development of diabetes (of which HIF-1α is involved in the pathogenesis). Well-

conducted pharmacological modulation of HIF activity may contribute to the effective fight against obesity and diabetes.

In order to find answers to the questions about the effectiveness of roxadustat in diabetic and obese patients, we need

time and further studies.
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